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Abstract
One of the fundamental goals of visual perception is to allow agents 
to meaningfully interact with their environment. In this paper, we take 
a step towards that long-term goal -- we extract highly localized 
actionable information related to elementary actions such as pushing 
or pulling for articulated objects with movable parts. For example, 
given a drawer, our network predicts that applying a pulling force on 
the handle opens the drawer. We propose, discuss, and evaluate 
novel network architectures that given image and depth data, predict 
the set of actions possible at each pixel, and the regions over 
articulated parts that are likely to move under the force. We propose 
a learning-from-interaction framework with an online data sampling 
strategy that allows us to train the network in simulation (SAPIEN) 
and generalizes across categories.

Problem Formulation

Pull the drawer handle outward

What?  Where?  How?  

- What actions one can take given this 
cabinet with articulated parts?

- We propose a novel framework to learn 
Where2Act and How2Act.

…....

What?  

Where?  Where?  

How?  How?  

Network Architecture

Actionability 
score: 
Is this action-type 
good for this point?

Action Proposals: 
What actions can 
be taken?

Action Score: 
Is this specific action 
likely to succeed?

2D-Image Input

3D-Partial-Scan Input

Training and Losses
- Train action scoring module with binary cross-entropy loss until convergence first;

- Train action proposal module with min-of-N loss then;

- Train actionability scoring module with L2-regression loss finally.

(poor-man solution: expected success 
rate executing a random proposal by Dr)

Inefficient to compute the exact score

Directly supervised by Interaction Data

Predictions should cover sampled GTs

- Offline Randomly Simulated Interactions - Online Positive Data Sampling

Low succuss-rate for pulling (1%) 
→ Overfitting to the Few Positive Data

Sample over the Predicted Successful 
Regions During the Training Process

Pushing

- Offline: 11%
- Online: 29%

Pulling

- Offline: 1%
- Online: 8%

Results and Visualization
- Quantitative Evaluations and Comparisons to Baselines

- Qualitative Results for action scoring module

- Qualitative Results for 
action proposal module

- Generalization to 
Real-world Data
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